Post Graduate Programme in Public Policy and Management (PGPPM) Placements 2014
ABOUT IIM BANGALORE

The Indian Institute of Management Bangalore (IIMB) believes in building leaders through holistic, transformative and innovative education. IIMB is an acknowledged hub of academic activity both in India as well as globally. We are recognized as a leading international post-graduate center of management studies.

IIMB is EQUIS accredited. The accreditation is an indication that recognized institutions satisfy international standards. The Financial Times has rated IIMB’s doctoral programme in the Top 50 globally in 2014. For the sixth consecutive year in 2013, IIMB was ranked the best business school in Central Asia by Eduniversal, Paris.

IIMB received the prestigious Obama-Singh 21st Century Knowledge Initiative award in 2013. This initiative is aimed at strengthening collaborations and building partnerships between American and Indian institutions of higher education in priority fields.

IIMB collaborates with over 114 top B-schools in the world for various research initiatives and student & faculty exchange programs. IIMB has 150+ faculty members, including visiting and adjunct faculty, who are actively engaged in policy formulation, research, case writing and consulting.

IIMB’s research centers include the Centre for Public Policy, the Nadathur S Raghavan Centre for Entrepreneurial Learning (NSRCEL), the Centre for Financial Markets & Risk Management, the Centre for Corporate Governance & Citizenship, the Centre for Software & IT Management, the Centre for Supply Chain Management, and the Centre for Enterprise Resource Planning.

We are known for excellence in research and scholarship, global character, values, diversity, and for the impact we make on multiple stakeholders and the society.
Dear Recruiter,

I am pleased to introduce the thirteenth batch of the one year full time residential Post Graduate Programme in Public Policy and Management (PGPPM) 2014-15. The PGPPM has been developed with the intention of preparing civil servants and experienced professionals from the private sector for senior management positions. The programme aims to train and transform specialized managers who can lead organizations in challenging times, where the boundaries between the public and private sectors are changing. Over the past decade, IIMB’s PGPPM has emerged as a leading programme on public policy that enables students to deliver on this expectation.

It is our continuing endeavour to keep abreast of the challenges and opportunities in the world of business and commerce, shaped by different public policies. Industry feedback tells us that companies find it challenging to cope with government processes. This is where our PGPPM students score. In this course, they are equipped with knowledge on Public Policy and General Management and can navigate challenging situations wisely. Based on our research as well as feedback, we have been fine-tuning the programme in terms of pedagogy and structure, with a view to providing public policy inputs, contemporary business knowledge and insights as well as practical experience.

The cross cultural learning in the classroom is phenomenal as the programme has students from government, non-government and private organizations across varying sectors. I am confident that this group of professionals will be the torchbearers of your organizations as well as of India, and I recommend them for your consideration.

Dr. Sushil Vachani
Director, IIM Bangalore
Dear Recruiter,

The Post Graduate Program in Public Policy and Management (PGPPM) is a niche program fostered by IIM Bangalore more than a decade ago. It is a one-of-its-kind program, started with the aim of improving efficiency and leadership skills among policy makers and administrators.

The program, having made its mark amongst civil service circles, was also opened to non-government participants since 2008. One of the reasons is that today, the private sector is actively engaged in domains traditionally with the public sector, such as ports, power, mining, infrastructure, logistics, health and even utilities. It is increasingly occupying a critical share of the public system, in keeping with the global trend. Public Private Partnerships Projects (PPP), Government Approvals & Clearances, Corporate Communications, Consulting, Advisors, CSR and many other such roles require additional skills apart from management studies. In this context, we expect this program to be extremely relevant to the organizations in positioning for relevant functions in Senior and Middle Management.

PGPPM participants enjoy the unique advantage of synergies between the government and non-government sectors in the classroom. The pedagogy has been remolded from this year onwards to suit it with the requirement of both policy making as well as businesses. The course has been structured as one year full time on campus residential course including regular MBA subjects with special focus on public policy formulation, analysis and implementation. They are a part of running the Policy-Talk @ IIMB series, which exposes them to those in charge of policy-making at various levels of the governmental decision-making in India. At the end of the course, the participants are expected to bring out a sharply written policy-paper highlighting their learning from this course. The course includes an international immersion program at the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs at Syracuse University, USA (in term III). Further, they are also being offered classes along with the other courses being offered at IIMB to draw the synergies from latest developments and equip themselves with regular management skills (in term IV).

I believe that through the PGPPM, these candidates are being trained through a special and rigorous program that tries to combine IIMB’s strength in management studies with the long experience it has in training and doing projects for the public sector. I am confident these participants will be able to undertake suitable roles in the organizations dealing in the public private interface. The participants have at least five years of work experience and are selected through a meticulous process of CAT/GMAT/GRE, case analysis and interviews. The PGPPM participants, therefore, possess a unique combination of innate capabilities and exceptional training. I wish them the best.

Professor Rajalaxmi Kamath
Chairperson PGPPM
Dear Recruiters,

It gives me great pleasure to commend the batch of 2015 of the Post Graduate Programme in Public Policy and Management (PGPPM) to the placement process. PGPPM is a unique course that is offered by the Indian Institute of Management Bangalore (IIMB) to mid-career civil servants and all those who are outside the government space but are still interested in domain of Public Policy and Management.

Every graduating PGPPM batch class has a unique blend of experience of participants from the government as well as private and other non-governmental agencies and this creates an unique experience sharing opportunity in the class – this class is no different and have significantly benefited from the experiences of both government and the non – government sectors.

The PGPPM program ensures that participants graduate as well rounded professionals; both from the perspective of public policy and general management – a combination that is very difficult to find elsewhere. I am sure that you will find this batch of the PGPPM participants suitable for your needs and exhort you to recruit them wholeheartedly.

Professor Sankarshan Basu
Chairperson, Career Development Services
The Post Graduate Programme in Public Policy and Management (PGPPM) at IIMB is amongst the leading programs on Public Policy in Asia. It is one of the five long duration programmes offered by IIMB. It was started in the year 2001 by the Centre for Public Policy, which is a brainchild of a partnership between the Department of Personnel and Training (DoPT), Government of India, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), and IIMB. Since then it has had over 300 participants from different government and non-government sectors, who have learnt the art of efficient policy making through this course.

The PGPPM helps programme participants understand forces that shape the domestic and international environment for public policy. The sheer extent, scope, and cost of the intervention of government in society, the economy, and world affairs makes the study of public policy essential to keep the culture of democracy vibrant. In a country like ours where we are on a path of development, dealing with tremendous resource and financial pressure, the role of public policy becomes even more important. So it is required that along with policy makers, experts from fields like Engineering, Agriculture, Social Sector, Media etc. study public policy to help make decisions towards a better society. Private organizations with the help of policy experts not only develop corporate policies and strategies, but also upgrade their policies with respect to country specific requirements. Policy experts as part of consultancies play an important role in assisting government, corporate and development sectors to evolve appropriate policies for efficient achievement of their goals and targets.

ABOUT THE PGPPM PROGRAMME & COURSE STRUCTURE

The PGPPM is a one-year full time residential post graduate programme which begins in April and ends in March. The pedagogy involves candidates from the government and the private sector interacting, exchanging and learning in one classroom. The course is structured over five academically intense terms that test and hone leadership skills, decision-making skills and communication skills of the participants. Faculty from streams such as finances, strategy, organizational behaviour, social sciences, etc. help students understand the interdisciplinary aspect of public policy analysis and management.

Students write a comprehensive policy memo in the policy area of their interest at the end of the course. The course also includes experiential learning imparted through activities such as Rural Simulation, Excursions, Annual Conference on Public Policy and Policy Week Out that expose participants to practical aspects of policy making and gives them a chance to interact with leaders and professionals in the policy arena.
CORE COURSES & ELECTIVES OFFERED TO PGPPM

**Public Policy**
- Public Policy Analysis
- States Market and Globalization
- Indian Social and Human Development
- Behavioural Aspects of Public Policy
- Evaluating Public Policy
- Legal and Institutional Dynamics
- Public Finance
- Management of Media, Politics and Public
- Public Management
- Globalization, Modernity & the Indian middle classes: a Sociological Analysis

**Quantitative Methods**
- Basic Quantitative Methods
- Quantitative Methods for Policy Analysis
- Information Science and E-Governance

**Marketing**
- Social Marketing

**Economics**
- Microeconomics for Policy Analysis
- Macroeconomic Environment
- Political Economy & Welfare Economics
- Institutional & Development Economics
- International Macroeconomics
- Infrastructure Financing, Public-Private Partnership and Regulation
- Embedding Leadership Excellence

**Strategy**
- Strategic Management of Public Organization
- Inclusive Business Models
- Strategy and the Sustainable Enterprise
- Learning from Corporate Failures

**Finance**
- Financial Statement Analysis
- Corporate Finance & Financial Markets
- Management of Commercial Contracts & Public Policy Issues
- India Unincorporated
- Corporate Valuation

**Production & Operation Management**
- Designing and Managing Programmes

**Organisational Behaviour & Human Resource Management**
- Leadership for Policy Managers
- Organisational Behaviour
- Managing People and Performance in Organization

The courses in red are the core courses, while others are the electives.
INTERNATIONAL COMPONENT  
(SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK)

The class spends Term 3 (four weeks) in the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs, University of Syracuse, New York. The focus of this international component is on providing global perspective on public policy issues, which ends with a paper presentation by each student. Lectures are given by an array of Maxwell School faculty members or faculty from other colleges at Syracuse University (e.g., the Law School, the School of Management, the SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry).

This module also includes a visit to Washington DC. The week-long training program gives students a chance to interact with premier academics and leading practitioners in the field of public policy. In the past, while in D.C., the PGPPM group has met with experts from the World Bank, IBM Institute for Electronic Government, U.S. Office for Personnel Management among others. The group has also had a fruitful discussion with officials from the Government Accountability Office, World Bank and International Monetary Fund. At the conclusion of their visit to Washington DC, the group is hosted for a reception and policy discussion at the Indian Embassy.
About the Series

The Seminar Series is a platform for interaction between strategists and policy makers from the government and industry, and the academia. It provides a platform to brainstorm on how best to apply academic knowledge to yield practical ideas. The series is hosted by PGPPM and the audience of the series includes students from across different programs at the institute.

Past Speakers

“Public Policy Linkages: Some Illustrations” by Dr. Y.V. Reddy, Chairman- 14th Finance Commission of India & Former Governor – Reserve Bank of India.

“Process of Making of a Cabinet Note” by Mr Upendra Tripathy, IAS, Cabinet Secretary, Government of India.


“A Strategic Performance Management Intervention in Government” by Dr. Prajapati Trivedi, Secretary, Cabinet Secretariat.

“US Federal Tax Policy- A debate that is going to be” by Dr Larry Schroeder, Professor of Public Administration, Maxwell School, Syracuse University, United States.

“Development Aid, Governance and Research: (Mis)Adventures at the Interface between Public Policy and Academia” by Dr Erik Wibbels, Professor of Political Science, Duke University, United States.

“A course such as PGPPM acquires great importance in today’s world. Especially as I see a paradigm shift the way public policy will work with the new political developments. Increasingly there is more public private participation and governments have woken up to the need for enhanced public policy. The Gujarat model of development is a case in example.”

Dr. Y V Reddy
(Inaugural Speaker at Policy Speaks 2014-15)
Class Profile 2014

Senior group ‘A’ Government Officers from different all India and central services and experienced candidates from private industries (Non-DoPT) form a diverse group to facilitate a unique peer learning opportunities within the classroom.

Total number of students : 23
Candidates from Government Services : 18
Non-DoPT candidates : 5
Female students : 3

Class Profile (2014-15)

- Indian Revenue Service : 5
- Indian Telecom Service : 4
- Indian Railway Service : 4
- Journalism : 2
- Mining : 2
- Environment : 1
- Indian Army : 1
- Indian Engineering Service : 1
- Indian Statistical Service : 1
- Education Administration : 1
- Indian Broadcasting Service : 1

Work Experience of the Class
(no. of years)

- < 7 : 35%
- 7 to 13 : 30%
- 14 to 21 : 13%
- > 21 : 22%

Experience by Sector/Industry
(Non-DoPT candidates)

- Sustainable Development : 20%
- Energy and Power : 20%
- Energy Chemicals and Natural Resources : 20%
- Media : 40%

Experience by Function
(Non-DoPT candidates)

- Project Management : 10%
- Business Research : 10%
- Consulting : 10%
- Financial Analysis : 10%
- Business Development : 10%
- Business Analysis : 10%
- Policy Reportage : 40%
RECRUITMENT PROCESS FOR
Non-DoPT CANDIDATES

Pre-Placement Interaction:
This is a platform for interaction between the students and the company representatives where the company regarding profile of the company, key aspects of its business, work environment and opportunities available to the students. This is followed by a question answer session Companies can also share information over emails if they are unable to come for the PPTs.

Application:
Interested students apply to the company through the CDS office. A detailed resume is submitted by the student as part of the application process. The PGPPM Placement Representative coordinates corporate interaction.

Placement Interviews:
The final placement process, interviews, is conducted over an extended period of time. This gives the companies ample time for any customized selection process that may be required. The interviews are facilitated through remote means (video conferencing - skype etc.) in case the company is unable to interview students on the campus. The final placement interview gives the company and the student, an opportunity to discuss the role in detail and make the right choice.

Offers and Acceptance:
The company can make an offer to the student after the final interview. The offer should include details of role, location, remuneration and other relevant terms and conditions required by the candidate to make the decision. The offer is communicated by the company to the CDS office which in turn is communicated to the selected student. The acceptance of an offer is governed by placement rules of PGPPM which are framed at the beginning of the academic year and may vary from year to year.

Important dates:
The recruitment process is on a rolling basis on the campus beginning, first week of November 2014 when the candidates return from the international component at Syracuse University.

Contact
Career Development Services

Professor Sankarshan Basu
Chairperson
+91 80 26993078

Ms. Sapna Agarwal
Head
91 80 26993357

Mr. N. G. Lakshminarayana Rao
Administrative Officer
+91 80 26993165
cds@iimb.ernet.in

PGPPM Placement Representative
Anurag Sehgal: +91 8884997979
pgppmp@iimb.ernet.in
PROFESSOR DEEPAK MALGHAN
The 2014-15 cohort of the postgraduate public policy programme at IIMB represents the future of public policy in India, and beyond. Gone are the days when public policy was synonymous with career bureaucrats arguing with each other. The newly revised IIMB program recognises how contemporary policy formulation and analysis embraces state, market, and society and in particular the intersections between the three primary institutions. The PGPPM job market candidates are exceptionally well prepared to take on leadership positions within this complex policy world. Their training includes cutting edge technical tools as well as contextual domain expertise. Our job market candidates come from very diverse backgrounds ranging from journalism to engineering but a thread that binds them all is an interest in the public good. They combine first rate analytical skills with the passion and commitment to building a better world.

PROFESSOR R NARAYANSWAMY
I taught the PGPPM Class of 2015 the core course, Financial Statement Analysis. The students worked in teams and had to learn to understand and accommodate often conflicting experiences, views and expectations. This encouraged them to have a larger public policy perspective. I believe that the PGPPM Class of 2015 can contribute to applying management principles and practices in a variety of fields by studying, formulating, analyzing, and evaluating public policy management in India and abroad. They should be able to develop research studies on the options for and impact of public policy for consulting organizations, policy think-tanks and foundations, international newspapers and magazines with interest in India, international organizations such as the UN, WHO, World Bank, IMF and ADB, and civil society and human rights groups.

PROFESSOR P D JOSE
The PGPPM programme integrates cutting edge public policy analysis with state of the art management concepts. As the role of firms and governments begin to overlap, public policy is increasingly becoming an important determinant of the ultimate success of both public and private firms. The PGPPM programme provides a stimulating platform for those willing to understand and engage with these changes. With an eclectic student mix, drawn from the government, private and not for profit sectors, the classroom environment is both challenging and facilitates significant peer-peer learning.

PROFESSOR G RAMESH
The Centre for Public Policy (CPP) seeks to influence public policy and development outcomes though research and capacity building in policy formulation and implementation. It seeks to strengthen policy making within government through education and training, and research and studies. PGPPM is one of the key initiatives of CPP and we hope it will help build professionalism within government in policy making. In recent years, the programme got opened to students from outside government as it was felt that the private sector presence in public system has been growing enormously. The civil servants are engaged in policy formulation and implementation as well as management of public system. The PGPPM provides a balanced offer of both policy making and management.

PROFESSOR CHARAN SINGH
This course is a unique blend of academic excellence in public policy along with administrative and management skills. It offers a wealth of talent, experience and diversity especially in the public policy domain, setting it apart from other core management programmes. This course offers a bouquet of very relevant courses ranging from public finance to corporate finance, strategic thinking to public policy analysis and evaluation, providing the students an edge in terms of better understanding of government machinery. The course aims to increase awareness, sharpen the skills in analyzing government policies and inspire confidence in preparing effective public policy.

PROFESSOR VISHNUPRASAD NAGADEVARA
“The PGPPM offers a perfect blend of Management and Public Policy. Being the first programme of this nature in the country, it is the most innovative as well as rigorous. One of the “takeaways” from the program is the comprehensive policy paper. It provides an opportunity to bring out the management application to a public policy issue. Most of these works have resulted in a publication in a high quality journal. It is also heartening that most of the findings of the dissertations have found their way into government’s policy”
"Doing PGPPM from IIMB was a valuable investment for me. In addition to broadening my perspective on business management and public policy, it has helped me grow both professionally and personally and my transition from “Government to Corporate” sector smooth. I recommend this program to anyone seeking a step up in their career prospects in addition to gaining a broad-based education that would be a great asset in today’s global economy.”

Krishna Sastry Pendyala, Head-Fraud Management and Digital Forensics, Tata Consultancy Services Ltd.

"The post graduate programme public policy and management is one of the few courses in India which allows an interested candidate to get exposure to public policy, learn and begin work through implementation and bring change in society. The one year theoretical exposure followed by ten months of on ground dissertation work allowed me to learn with action on the ground. It provided for a platform of learning, networking with policy makers & civil administration and exploring avenues on environmental sustainability, implementation and policy; which currently is my career path."

Karthik Ponappa, Co-Founder, Smarter Dharma

"The course gave me an opportunity to unlearn and subsequently relearn and restructure my ideas to align with the emerging policy issues in India. It also provided me an excellent platform to interact with private sector and understand the psyche better to co-ordinate for a better society, immensely beneficial and forward looking."

Kamlesh Mishra, Deputy Secretary (Ministry of Power, Government of India)

"I did PGPPM from IIMB during 2010-12. This is a wonderful course which gave me a lot of insight about ‘Public Policy’ and also about Management. The group consisted of people having rich experience in diverse backgrounds. I am now working in the domain of ‘Public Policy’ and the course boosted my career."

Sateesh Hegde, Vice President, Gumbi Software Pvt Ltd- Bangalore.

Companies where some PGPPM Alumni (Non-DoPT) are working

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cognizant Technology Solutions</td>
<td>Logica Pvt. Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gail (India) Ltd</td>
<td>Mantan Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCS</td>
<td>Ramboll-IMI Soft Pvt. Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLO Service Solutions Ltd</td>
<td>SPANCO Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GVK EMRI</td>
<td>APCO Worldwide Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Profiles*  
(Non-DoPT Candidates**)

*Profiles extracted from individual Resumes provided by students.

**The 18 Department of Personnel and Training, (DoPT) Government of India sponsored candidates are required go back to their respective departments after completion of the course.
**AROOPJYOTI TRIPATHY**

**Education:**
- P.G.D (Environmental Law), National Law School of India University
- M.S (Ecological Sciences and Engineering), Purdue University
- B.Tech (Biotechnology), Vellore Institute of Technology

**Past Employers:**
Hubert Enviro Care Systems, IPE Global – DFID (Govt of UK), Centre for Action Research and Training Experience: 4 years

Deep functional and industry expertise in Environmental Sustainability and Social Development Sectors on Technical Consulting, Policy Evaluation, Program Management and Legal Compliance Auditing. Worked with 30+ clients in the Corporate, Government and Development Sector, on about Rs.120 Billion worth of investments across India.

**Technical Consulting**
- Provided technical consulting on Sustainability to clients in sectors including Petrochemicals (JBF, PCBL), Oil-Gas Pipeline (RIL, CPCL), Infrastructure (STUP), Industrial Park (MSEZ, APiIC), Automotive (ISUZU, Apollo Tyres) and FMCG (Cadburys, EID Parry).
- Worked as part of Bihar Technical Assistance and Support Team with Government of Bihar.

**Program Management**
- Managed a team of 25 technical experts on Socio-Environmental Studies for projects including RIL 312km Gas Pipeline in MP-UP, JBF Petrochemicals 3500+Crores investment in Mangalore, ISUZU Motors 3000 Crores investment in Sircity.
- Established a Regional Office in Chhapra and Coordinated DFID(UK) SWASTH program in 7 districts of Bihar.

**Policy Evaluation**
- Evaluated RGNDWM and TSC implemented by Government of Bihar.
- Developed case studies on NGP villages
- Conducted pilot studies for installation of cost effective water treatment in rural Bihar.
- Lead a study on drinking water policies in Bhubaneswar for an IWMI project.

**Research and Outreach**
- Organized seminars for Industries, Government, and NGOs along with IIT- Madras, DFID(UK).
- Published papers in high impact factor (IF 7.58) journals which have been cited by more than 160 publications.

**STUTI SHUKLA**

**Education:**
- Bachelor in Mass Media, K.C.College, Mumbai (Department of Arts, Mumbai University)
- Junior College: St. Xavier's College, Mumbai.

**Past Employer:**
The Indian Express, Mumbai
**Experience:** 4 years 10 months

Experienced in research-oriented and data-based, analytical report writing and editing in the area of governance. Vast experience in engaging with government authorities and communities. Good understanding of government's decision making and implementation processes.

**Governance and Policy**
- As a Senior Correspondent with the State Bureau of The Indian Express, Mumbai, consistently reported on governance issues within key state-level departments such as Public Health, Medical Education, Water Resources, Environment and Women & Child Welfare. Coverage included both granular assessment of government policies and field-level data collection. A number of reports evoked public interest and resulted in policy changes.
- Earlier reportage included Mumbai's urban civic and social infrastructure viz. slum renewal, roads and water supply networks.
- In 2013, was short-listed in the country-wide top three for the Prakash Kardaley Award for Civic Journalism under the prestigious Ramnath Goenka Awards for Excellence in Journalism.

**Government Finance and Budget:**

**On-field coverage**
- Travelled through five parliamentary constituencies of Vedarbha (Eastern Maharashtra) in April, 2014 to cover the 16th Lok Sahba Sabha elections. Her stories not only highlighted the agrarian crisis that has affected a majority of distressed farmers in the region but also the various socio-economic and deeply entrenched caste equations that govern voting patterns in the region.
- She also travelled to 17 villages of Marathwada (Central Maharashtra) in early 2013 to cover the impact of the drought that affected livelihood across 30 districts of the state.
Past Employers
Rio Tinto Exploration India Pvt. Ltd. (1 yr), HDR|Salva, EvaluateServe India Pvt. Ltd. (4 yrs), Tata-Steel (2 yrs).

Experience: 8 years
Multifunctional experience in the Energy, Chemicals and Natural Resources Industry, strengths in business and financial analysis (project valuation), client engagement and project management, techno-commercial due diligence, consulting and multicultural team and client engagement.

Business Analysis and Project Valuation
- Led the project team at Rio Tinto bunder project (Bhopal) in cost savings of USD 125 million (Capex) based on techno-commercial analysis of capital costs and was the custodian of the project valuation model
- Worked in a multicultural environment coordinating with teams in London and Brisbane

Techno-commercial consulting
- Headed the iron ore research and consulting desk at HDR|Salva, engaged with a mining firm for techno-commercial due diligence of a bauxite property in the heart of Jharkhand

Business research and onsite consulting in KSA
- Led a team of 3 analysts onsite in Saudi Arabia, worked on DCF modeling based financial valuation and analysis of a petrochemical project in India for SABIC, involved investments worth 1 billion USD
- Managed strategy research and consulting with EvaluateServe, in the ECNR vertical, spawning the areas of market sizing, competitive analysis and industry benchmarking

Managing production of iron ore at Tata-Steel
- Managed a team of 20 skilled, semiskilled and unskilled workers in mining production environment for meeting annual iron ore production targets at Tata-Steel.

Past Employers:
The Hindu Business Line
Experience: 8 years.
Extensive experience of reporting on public and financial sector through research, data collection, analysis and networking with bureaucrats, civic officials, politicians and senior corporate executives

The Indian Express
Have extensively covered crucial civic issues such as lack of basic infrastructure, illegal and dilapidated buildings, corruption in procurement practices of the municipal corporation of Mumbai. Received repeated front page coverage for stories on civic apathy towards dilapidated buildings, malpractices in government contracts, which has led to major civic movements and inquiries.

Have also highlighted the poor public financial management of civic budgets, public spending, lack of budget transparency, accountability and illicit financial flow.

The Hindu Business Line
Financial Reporting- Undertook data analysis of stock markets, mutual fund assets & schemes and sectoral stocks to analyse and compare returns and their performances on regular basis. Headline stories on research based stories on poor mutual fund management grabbed investor's eye. These were usually followed by other media organizations.

Wrote extensively on the sub-prime crisis of 2007 and the effects of policy changes in the regulatory framework of the Securities Exchange Board of India (SEBI) and Reserve Bank of India (RBI), Union Budgets and Credit policies on the business and investment environment.

Education:
- B. Tech (Mining Engineering), Indian School of Mines, Dhanbad, GARP, FRM Level-I candidate November - 2014

Education:
Past Employers:
Adani Mining Private Limited (Adani Group) (2.5 years)
Reliance Energy Limited (ADA Group) (3.5 years)

Experience: 6 years


Business Development
- Worked on various business models of coal mining; Mine Developer cum Operator (MDO), JV, Contract mining, PPP frameworks for getting new projects for company, thereby increasing Mining Capacity and efficiency
- Prepared and submitted bids against RFQ and RFP issued by different Government companies such as NTPC, CIL, OPGC and other State Mining Companies

Project Management
- Led Project Management team and supervised implementation of Parsa project (5MTPA) of Chattisgarh Govt. & Chendipada project (40 MTPA) of UP Govt. and completed all project submissions within Scheduled timeline.
- Obtained all the project clearances including Forest & Environment Clearances, Mining-Lease etc. within the stipulated timelines for the coal block linked to (Sasan and Tilaiya) UMPPs for Reliance.

Coal Procurement
- Ensured 100% availability at the Power Plants of the Reliance by procuring Linkage coal, imported-coal, washed-coal as well as washery-rejects from various coal suppliers and managed coal contracts
- Led the effort of coal quality team with the help of senior managers and quality experts at site

Certifications
- Received 2nd Class Mine Manager Competency Certificate issued by DGMS in Nov-2011
- Received Excellence award from AGILE

Education:
B. Tech (Mining Engineering), Indian Institute of Technology, Banaras Hindu University (IIT-BHU), Varanasi
FACULTY LIST

Sushil Vachani
Ph.D. (Harvard Business School)
Director

CORPORATE STRATEGY & POLICY

Chirantan Chatterjee
Ph.D. (Carnegie Mellon)
IIMB Young Faculty Research Chair

Deepak Kumar Sinha
Ph.D. (MIT)

Ganesh N Prabhu
Fellow (IIM Ahmedabad)

P D Jose
Fellow (IIM Ahmedabad)

Murali Patibandla
Ph.D. (JNU)
Chairperson, Corporate Strategy & Policy

Pranav Garg
Ph.D. (Michigan)
Class of ’86 Faculty Fellow

S Raghunath
Ph.D. (Gujarat)

J Ramachandran (AIICWA)
Fellow (IIM Ahmedabad)
BOC Chair Professor of Business Policy

Reje George Pallathitta
Ph.D. (Tilburg)

Rishikesha T Krishnan**
Fellow (IIM Ahmedabad)

R Srinivasan
Fellow (IIM Ahmedabad)

Sai Yayavaram
Ph.D. (UT, Austin)

ECONOMICS & SOCIAL SCIENCES

Anubha Dhasmana
Ph.D. (Johns Hopkins)

Charan Singh*
Ph.D. (New South Wales)
RBI Chair Professor

Chetan Subramanian
Ph.D., (Southern California)
Chairperson, Office of International Affairs

A Damodaran
Ph.D. (Kerala)
IPR Chair Professor on IP Management (MIHD)
Chairperson, Economics & Social Sciences Area

Gopal Naik
Ph.D. (Urbana-Champaign)
Chairperson, Centre of Excellence for Urban Development

Manaswini Bhalja
Ph.D. (Pennsylvania State)

Murali Agastya*
Ph.D. (W. Ontario)

Ramnath Narayanswamy
Ph.D. (EHESS, Paris)

Rupa Chanda
Ph.D. (Columbia)

Soumyanetra Munshi
Ph.D. (Rutgers)

Souvik Dutta
Ph.D. (Pennsylvania State)

Subhashish Gupta
Ph.D. (Iowa)

Vandana Singhvi Patel*
Ph.D. (NYU)

Vivek Moorthy
Ph.D. (UCLA)

FINANCE & CONTROL

Ashok Tham.py
Ph.D. (Purdue)

Badrinath S A
Ph.D. (Purdue)
Chairperson, Centre for Financial Markets & Risk Management

Jayadev M
Ph.D. (Osmania)
Chairperson, Admissions and Financial Aid

Jayant R Kale
Ph.D. (University of Texas at Austin)
Professor with Joint Appointment

Narasimhan M S
Ph.D. (Madras)

Narayan PC*
Ph.D. (IIT Madras)
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